
WE OPPOSE: WE PROPOSE:
Common Platform for west Cornwall (working title)

Putting patients before profit; international equivalence in NHS funding;
mental and physical health parity; fair funding for Cornwall and effective
integration with social care  

To combat tax avoidance and evasion by big business, multi-nationals and
the mega-rich; to build a vibrant, successful Cornish economy on the 
creativity and energy of enterprising local business and community sectors

To continue to improve environmental and animal welfare standards, to
protect workers’ rights and resist a deregulated race to the bottom 

To ensure young people receive education and training to prepare for life;
restore decent school funding; discard political gimmicks; add value and 
investment to FE and HE sectors; support Cornwall’s colleges and University

Increase funding and support for affordable local homes; 
increase controls and tax on second homes

A planning system which puts need above greed. Make the UK an 
international leader in climate and environmental protection and Cornwall
the ‘Green Peninsula’ centre for renewables

A new public service compact to support us all health, safety, security and
fair access, etc. Fair rewards for public sector workers

To reverse draconian Tory policies which have increased poverty and 
homelessness

Fair votes, electoral reform, comprehensive voter registration, 
votes at 16, politically neutral constituency boundary changes, 
protection for the Cornish border and devolve power to Cornwall

To celebrate our rich cultural diversity, to promote mutual respect and 
to be an outward looking country which welcomes and supports others

Tory plans to cut £270m from Cornwall’s NHS by 2020, 
privatising health and care services and ‘cherry picking’ 
profitable NHS care

The favours and ‘blind-eyeing’ given by the Government to 
big business, multi-national corporations and the mega-rich  

Opening up UK markets to US companies deregulated by 
President Trump; and damaging our EU trade relationship 

Tory plans for child segregation at 11, ‘free’ schools, converting 
FE colleges into qualification factories and commercialising an 
already unaffordable HE sector

The growth in second homes while local families struggle with 
increasing housing cost and pressure

A planning system which puts greed above need, climate change
scepticism and our environment treated as an afterthought

Damaging public service cuts. An unfair cap on public sector pay

Increasing poverty, foodbank use, homelessness and the 
hounding by the state of the long-term sick and disabled 

The rigging and gerrymandering of the electoral system by the 
Conservatives and their cross-Cornish border constituency

Increasing intolerance, division at home and the UK’s growing 
isolation abroad.


